
BucciVision.com

WHY WAIT? February Surgery Dates Available

HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH CATARACTS?

One Surgeon • 20 Years Experience

LEARN MORE

Attend Dr. Bucci’s FREE Educational 
Seminar on January 30, 6:00 pm
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Start the New Year with Better
Hearing and Better Quality of Life!

…For Active Seniors
- Maintaining strong hearing  
 for mental sharpness and 
 healthy aging

- Protection for hobbies 
 like woodworking 
 and hunting

- Technology to enhance
 participation in family 
 and social situations
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57

Kingston & Dallas: 570-763-4276
www.afamilyhearingcenter.com

50+ Years!

Family Hearing Center
Zeigler - Asby Audiology
…Hearing tests, aids and 

protection for the entire family

Family Hearing CenterFamily Hearing Center

protection for the entire family

5 Year Platinum Winner5 Year Platinum Winner

Celebrating

E2

MoST aT RiSK SPoRTS
From baseball, basketball and soccer to foot-

ball, wrestling and volleyball, high school ath-
letics spread across a broad spectrum of activi-
ties. Some have higher degrees of contact and 
difficulty, putting kids more at risk for injuries. 

Of the nine different sports studied, the 
CDC confirmed that football, girls basketball 
and wrestling had the greatest proportions and 
severity of injuries While these findings point 
to some of the most dangerous activities, they 
aren’t conclusive. You may think soccer is less 
dangerous than football, but studies have 

Preventing Sports Injuries
High school athletes are naturally at risk for sports-related injuries. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, these 
athletes account for an estimated 2 million injuries, 500,000 doctor visits 

and 30,000 hospitalizations annually.

   So what kind of steps can you take to make sure your high school student-athlete stays safe 
on the diamond, football field or track? As with most injury-related issues, it all comes down 
to preparation and preventive education. 

© FoToLia

found increased occurrences of concussions 
in the sport. Golf may not seem like a very 
dangerous athletic endeavor to those outside 
the sport, but those who have participated 
know that injuries can take a toll.

TYPES oF iNJURiES & SaFETY 
Just as there are many different sports for 

boys and girls to choose from at the high 
school level, there are many types of injuries 
that can occur. These can range from cuts 
and bruises to mobility-limiting sprains and 
fractures. 

See ‘SPORTS’ | 3
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Pediatrics 21 
Azra M. Sehic, M.D. F.A.A.P

Diplomate American Board of Pediatrics
670 N. River St. • Suite 207 • Plains, PA 18705

Same Insurance Plans • Existing Patients welcome • Accepting New Patients
Hours:  Mon. 9-6,  Tues. - Fri. 8-5

www.pediatrics21.com

570-270-2525
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NEW YEAR – NEW YOU!
Eat Healthy Be Active Wellness Program

F R E E 
Community Wellness Workshops!

1 hour monthly meetings on Monday nights  
or Tuesday afternoons for six months

Call Sharon to sign up today at 570-824-4646 ext 244
        This program is funded by a grant from the Pennsylvania Dept of Aging, 

        Jewish Community Alliance of NEPA and the Commission on Economic Opportunity.

JCA of NEPA• 60 South River Street • Wilkes Barre, PA 18702

        

Class dates and 
times are as follows:

February 4th at 5:30pm or 5th at 12:30pm:
American Heart Month!

Topic: Heart Healthy Meals and Dietary Fats
Recipe: Turkey Chili

March 4th at 5:30pm or 5th at 12:30pm:
National Nutrition Month!

Topic: Savory Soups & Benefits of Using a Slow Cooker
Recipe: Cream of Sweet Potato Soup

80917040

april 1st at 5:30pm or 2nd at 12:30pm:
Spring into a new you!

Topic: All-Star Senior Snacks
Recipe: Breakfast Cookie 

May 6th at 5:30pm or 7th at 12:30pm:
Fun and Fitness!

Topic: Fitness Fun & New Concepts in Weight Control
Recipe: Power Shake

June 3rd at 5:30pm or 4th at 12:30pm: You did it!!
Topic: Evaluating Dietary Supplements

& Graduation Celebration- to celebrate YOU!
Recipe: Quinoa Pilaf

E3

SPORTS from 2

Concussions have grabbed the national 
spotlight with Hollywood movies and high-
profile athletes calling attention to the issue. 
The high-school level can be just as dangerous, 
so precautions must be taken when it comes 
to protecting the heads of student-athletes. 

Safety is always the goal so that high school 
athletes can play, compete and thrive in their 
chosen sports. According to Kids Health (The 
Nemours Foundation), student-athletes should 
follow four guiding principles: 

• The use of compliant and properly fitting 
equipment; 

• The appropriate maintenance and integri-
ty of playing surfaces;

• Adult supervision and commitment to 
safety; and

• Proper preparation. 
If any of your child’s athletic experiences 

fail to meet these standards, it’s time to bring 
it up to your school board, coach or communi-
ty leaders. We must work together to ensure 
the consistent safety of our children.

© FoToLia

Donating blood is a powerful 
way to help others. It is a very 
simple and safe procedure, and 

even people as young as 17 can 
donate.

People donate blood for many reasons. 
Maybe they are returning the favor after a 
friend or family member received blood. 
Maybe they do it for the health benefits. 
No matter the thinking, everyone can agree 
that blood donations are critical to our 
healthcare system. 

THE BENEFiTS
There are actual benefits to donating 

blood besides feelings of good will. Before a 
donation, blood donors receive a mini-physical 
that comes with a full report. According to the 
Red Cross, these aspects are reviewed during 
these checks: 

• pulse;

Donating Blood

• blood pressure;
• body temperature; and
• hemoglobin.
Why is this such a great benefit? During this 

check, it’s possible that blood donation profes-
See ‘DONATING’ | 4
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Wellness Awaits You

Dr. Vincent Turosky & Dr. John H. Turosky
Edwardsville Chiropractor | Turosky Natural Healing Centre

420 Main Street  |  Edwardsville, PA 18704

(570) 287-8893

We take great pride in providing the finest 
chiropractic care to each and every patient. 

Request 
an 

appointment
80915583

turoskychiro.com

Services & Techniques
• Chiropractic Care
• Corrective Exercises

• Lifestyle Advice
• Nutritional Counseling

• Massage Therapy
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DONATING from 3

sionals may find underlying health issues. You 
could be alerted to something you didn’t know 
about and prompted to follow-up with your 

physician for next steps. 

THE PRoCESS
The process of blood donation has been 

refined and improved over the years. There are 
different kinds of blood donation, and depending 

on what you are participating in, you will be 
given information on all of the related processes.

According to the Red Cross, these are the 
basic requirements for donors:

• Be in good general health and feeling well;
• Be at least 17 years old in most states, or 

16 years old with parental consent if allowed by 
state; and

• Weigh at least 110 pounds. (Additional 
weight requirements apply for donors 18 and 
younger.)

Thinking of donating? The Red Cross recom-

mends the following steps: 
• Have a light meal and plenty to drink;
• Bring your donor card, driver’s license or 

two other forms of identification;
• Bring the names of medications you are tak-

ing;
• Wear a comfortable top that can be rolled 

up easily; and
• Bring a support person if you feel a little 

apprehensive. 

Benefits of Sleep
S   leep is the foundation for overall good health. Without sleep we’re grouchy and testy. With proper sleep, we’re 

back to our old peachy selves.

Getting plenty of sleep will improve your quality of life both mentally 
and physically, so finding ways to increase your ratio of shut-eye to being 
awake should be an important part of your overall health. 

Some of the benefits of sleep are quite obvious, because we can all 
relate to that feeling of rest when we sleep well. That gives us significant 
advantage over sleep-deprived people in many areas of life, including job 
performance and overall relationships with others. 

But just how many of us are getting a full night’s sleep? Not enough. 
About 70 million Americans of all ages suffer from chronic sleep problems, 
according to the National Institutes of Health. 

LaCK oF SLEEP
Because Americans are very busy, sleep is sacrificed too often in order 

to keep up the pace. However, sleep deprivation actually decreases an indi-
vidual’s quality of life. 

According to the NIH, although personal needs vary, on average, adults 
need seven to eight hours of sleep per night. Babies typically sleep about 
16 hours a day. Young children need at least 10 hours of sleep, while teen-
agers need at least nine hours. 

If we consistently fall below these averages, there are many negative 
consequences, including increased irritability, dulled senses and less ener-
gy, according to the NIH.

SLEEP TiPS
Getting enough sleep is easier said than done, and sometimes it is just 

hard to wind down after a long day at the office. Sleep can be disrupted by 
many things, including stimulants such as caffeine or electronic distrac-
tions. See ‘SLEEP’ | 5
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The Area’s Most Experienced & Reliable Mobility Dealer With Over 40 Years of  Personal Service

Keller Lifts
SALES • SERVICE www.KELLERLIFTS.COM

197 Main Street • Luzerne, PA 18709    
(570) 288-1004

80917163

• Wheelchair Lifts
• Scooter Lifts
• Driving Aids

• Mini & Full Size Mobility Conversions
• Lowered Floor Mobility Conversions

• Driver Training Available

LET US PUT YOU BEHIND THE WHEEL
1137 Wyoming Ave, Exeter  •  570-654-5152

marrancachiropractic.com

Chiropractic and Rehabilitation Services

We don’t rush our patients, We let them relax!

• Relaxing HydroMassage table
• Hot and cold stone massage
• Sports massage
• Reflexology massage
• Deep tissue massage
• Swedish massage
• Aroma Therapy
• Relaxation therapy
• Acupressure
• Cupping

• Auto, work, sports injuries
• Back and neck pain
• Arm and leg pain
• Sciatic and scoliosis
• Carpal tunnel syndrome
• Muscle spasms
• Migraine headaches

• Arthritis
• Sinusitis
• Stress
• Sleeplessness
• Fatigue
• Plantar Fasciitis
• Neuropathy

Dr. Mary Ellen
Marranca
570-654-5152

80
91
72
22

our Chiropractic services Can provide relief From:

our massage therapy 
services include: 
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SLEEP from 4

© FoToLia

If you’re having trouble settling 
into a consistent sleep routine, try 
these tips from the NIH: 

• Go to bed at the same time 
each night and get up at the same 
time each morning;

• Sleep in a dark, quiet, com-
fortable environment;

• Exercise daily (but not right 
before bedtime);

• Limit the use of electronics 
before bed; and

• Avoid alcohol and stimulants 
such as caffeine late in the day.

If these tips do not help, talk to 
your doctor. There could be physi-
cal reasons why you cannot sleep, 
including insomnia and sleep 
apnea. These conditions can be 
dangerous, but they are treatable, 
so it’s important to visit your phy-
sician.
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Specializing in the Medical & Surgical 
Treatment of the Foot & Ankle

824-7361
www.doctordavidpotash.com
150 South Pennsylvania Ave. Wilkes-Barre

DR. DAVID POTASH
Board Certified

GENERAL PODIATRY & FOOT SURGERY

Medicare, Blue Shield, First Priority, 
Geisinger, & Most Insurances Accepted

· Diabetic Foot Care
· X-Rays
· Orthotics
· Sports Medicine
· Foot Injuries
· Endoscopic Surgery
· Corns and Calluses

· Geriatrics
· Arthritic Disorders
· Bunions
· Wound Care
· Warts
· Ingrown Nails

AMPLE FREE PARKING

New Patients Welcome

80914670
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Dealing With 
Allergens
A llergies can be caused by the environment, 

food or reactions to medications. And 
without a doubt, they can all cause misery. 

Itchy eyes and scratchy throats are just the 
beginning for many allergy sufferers. 

More serious issues can occur if allergies are not kept in 
check. If you suspect that you may be suffering from an al-
lergic reaction — even if it is mild — you should consider 
making an appointment with your physician to investigate. 

What are allergies?

© FoToLia

According to the Mayo Clinic, allergies occur when your immune sys-
tem reacts to a foreign substance by producing antibodies that identify 
a particular allergen as harmful, even though it isn’t. 
The National Institutes of Health identifi es the following as common 
allergy triggers: 
• Airborne allergens, such as pollen, animal dander, dust mites and 
mold;
• Certain foods, particularly peanuts, tree nuts, wheat, soy, fi sh, shell-
fi sh, eggs and milk;
• Insect stings, such as bee or wasp stings;
• Medications, particularly penicillin or penicillin-based antibiotics; 
and
• Latex or other substances you touch, which can cause allergic skin 
reactions.
If your family has a history of allergy problems, it’s worth a checkup 
with your doctor to check your sensitivities. 
Broad Symptoms
When an allergy sufferer comes into contact with an allergen, his im-
mune system reacts. Skin can become infl amed, as can sinuses, airways 
and digestive systems. 
This results in a runny nose, sneezing, itching, rashes, swelling or 
asthma. Allergies can range from minor to severe, and a life-threatening 
reaction called anaphylaxis also can occur. 

Treatments & Prevention 
Sadly, there are many allergies that have no cure. Treatment and man-
agement are the only ways to relieve the suffering in many cases. 
Nasal saline and 24-hour allergy medications or antihistamines can 
alleviate symptoms for many sufferers, but it’s important to check with 
your doctor before starting any new medication.
If dust or pet mites are causing your reactions, frequently washing 
your bedding in hot water can help tamp down the effect. Ventilation 
fans and dehumidifi ers can reduce moisture in damp areas where mold 
grows.
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• House Calls Available • Most Insurances Accepted

Dr Joseph J Costello 
45 North Main Street • Pittston 

(570)654-4641 80917168

• Diabetic Foot Care
• Ingrown Toe Nails

• Heel Pain
• Warts

• Orthotics
• Plantar Fasciitis

Serving the Wyoming Valley Area for Over 30 Years

Gentle Podiatry

E7
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The DASH 
Eating Plan
F

ind yourself trying the latest fad 
diets over and over again? That’s 
because they are just that — fads! 

DASH is different because it is proven. 
The Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension has backing 
from major national health organizations for its simplicity 
and effectiveness in helping people healthier. 
Need a little dash of DASH in your life? Follow the steps 
below to get started. Always remember to check with your 
physician first before starting any new diet. He will be able 
to give you advice that is tailored to your personal health 
and weight.  

The Plan
The DASH plan requires no special foods, which means 
participants can conveniently shop at their local grocery 
store. It includes daily choices from the different food 
groups, but the calorie needs and recommended intake will 
vary per person.
The plan limits daily sodium levels to 2,300 milligrams, meaning 
processed foods need to take a back seat to healthier, fresher options. 
Followers of the DASH plan need to pay special attention to food labels 
to make sure they’re staying on track. 
One thing the DASH eating plan specifically incorporates is more 
potassium. Some examples of potassium-rich foods include potatoes, 
yogurt, oranges and fish.
According to National Institutes of Health, here are some specifics to 
include in your DASH plan: 
• Vegetables, fruits and whole grains;
• Foods low in saturated and trans fats; and
• Foods rich in potassium, calcium, magnesium, fiber, and protein.
And here are some to keep out of your DASH diet: 
• Anything high in saturated fat;
•  Fatty meats or full-fat dairy products;
• Tropical oils, such as coconut, palm kernel and palm oils; and
• Sugar-sweetened beverages and sweets. 

Health Benefits
There are obvious health benefits of the DASH plan, including lower 
salt intake, decreased saturated fats and moderation of calories. These 
changes can contribute to lowering high blood pressure and bad choles-
terol, helping you maintain a lower weight. 
The DASH eating plan is just one key part of a heart-healthy lifestyle. 
To complement your new eating regimen, include adequate physical 
activity, limit alcohol, control your stress, quit smoking and get enough 
sleep.
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Professional Eye Care! Great Service!

Suzanne Proleika, O.D.
Optometrist

Deborah Gdovin, O.D.
Optometrist

390 Highway 315
Pittston Twp., PA
(570)883-9696

• Routine Eye Care • Contact Lens Fitting
• Treatment for Medical Eye Conditions

• Diabetic Eye Exams
Comprehensive Eye Care For The Entire Family

Including Eye Infections, Dry Eye, Glaucoma, Pre and Post Op
Cataract and Refractive Surgery and Minor Injuries
   NEW Optomap Digital Retinal Photography

80917234

Vision Center
Evening & Saturday Appointments Available

E8
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Health and 
Desk Jobs

Brains are working hard while at a 
desk job, but the rest of the body 
is quite inactive. Special efforts are 

needed to stay healthy in this case. Why 

Because studies show that sedentary lifestyles 
can lead to health issues such as obesity, diabe-
tes and mobility issues.
We owe it to ourselves, our co-workers and our 
families to get up from the chair every once in 
a while and keep our bodies moving. The suc-
cess of our careers may depend on it.

The Risks of inactivity
If you have a desk job, there could be physical consequences down the 
road even if you stick to a regular exercise routine. That means that no 
matter how often you try to hit the gym, your work situation may be 
hampering you in the long run. 
Long periods of inactivity can put stress and strain on the whole body. 
Over time, according to Blue Cross Blue Shield, people who sit for 
a long time without moving are more likely to have joint, bone and 
posture problems. They also have increased risk of obesity and related 
conditions such as heart disease, diabetes and stroke, among others.
The physical effects will eventually lower energy levels and mental 
alertness. This sluggishness could affect your productivity at work. 
Develop a plan that you can realistically stick with over the course of 
months and years. 

Moving at Work
We need to move to stay healthy, so we have to think of creative ways to 
incorporate more movement during those eight hours at the desk. 
The experts at BCBS suggest these tips:
• Take the stairs, not the elevator for a healthy burst of movement. 
• Walk to a co-worker;s desk rather than calling or emailing. This simple 
step — or steps — can make a huge daily difference. You may be more 
productive, too. 
• When someone comes to your desk, stand up to talk and use the oppor-
tunity to stretch your legs and arms. 
• Take a brisk morning and afternoon walk around your building. Your 
lunch break can make for the perfect time for a walk. 
• If you run errands during lunchtime, walk briskly to and from your car. 
Park far away from your company’s entrance if possible. Extra steps add up 
quickly.
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The New Year 
is Here…

Call and make your appointment today!

Now accepting new
patients of all ages!

Get the Teeth that YOU Deserve

80
9
15
5
5
7Carpenter Dental 570-331-0909

www.carpenterdental.com

1086 Wyoming Ave., Forty Fort

Charles M. Carpenter D. M. D.
Chas M. Carpenter D. M D.

Carpenter Dental

210 Wyoming Ave • Wyoming, PA210 Wyoming Ave • Wyoming, 210 Wyoming Ave • Wyoming, 
570-301-7544

New Class Hours:
Mon./Thurs. Morning 9:30am

Mon./Wed. Evening 6:30pm
Wed./Sat. Morning 10:30am

Marilyn Giambra - Owner/Instructor

“Yoga is the 
most natural 

form of exercise 
because our 

bodies are made 
to stretch.” 

-Marilyn
Every BODY is a yoga body.

80917169

with this ad receive a free class
with the purchase of a 3 class card for $30.00!  (valid 3 mos.)

certified hatha Yoga instructor since 2005! the Yoga studio has been in business since 2008
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Maintaining Foot Health
Americans are busy, and our feet are suffering. They take the brunt 

as we rush through our daily activities at work, home and the 
gym. 

Those who simply ignore the problem may 
fi nd that foot issues can impact the rest of the 
body in a hurry.
According to the American Podiatric Medical 
Association, over half of Americans say foot 
pain restricts them from walking and exercis-
ing. This pain can be chronic or due to injury. 
Either way, it’s important to practice proper 
stretching and wear proper footwear to keep 
your dogs from barking. 

Foot Conditions
Regular foot care is vital to keep feet healthy 
and pain-free. Issues that are left untreated can 
sneak up on us and cause further damage. The 
continuous daily wear and tear can cause a 
variety of foot ailments, some of which can be 
serious. 

© Fotolia

Arthritis is one of these common 
ailments. Injuries can cause sprains 
and strains, which can be quite 
painful, and some diseases, such 
as diabetes, can cause further foot 
issues. All of these will limit your 
mobility.
Skin disorders such as athlete’s 
foot, corns and bunions are not as 
serious but are painful annoyances. Sweaty 
feet, ingrown toenails and fungus can cause 
social issues, along with health consequences.

Treatment & Care Tips
Sometimes feet just need to breathe. Rest and 
a good message can do wonders for aching 
feet, so don’t be afraid to pamper yourself 
at the fi rst sign of a fl are-up. Other ideas for 

treating and preventing foot pain include wear-
ing shoe inserts or custom-fi t orthotics. 
If foot problems develop, make an appointment 
with your local podiatrist. They are the experts 
in foot care, so reach outto them. They will be 
able to quickly gauge the seriousness of your 
feet troubles and prescribe any special treat-
ments needed. 
A podiatrist also will have tips on proper foot-
wear for different situations to help your feet 
stay healthy.
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Do you or someone you know
suffer from osteoartHritis?

relief now is just a pHone call away...
NEW, FDA APPROVED TREATMENT PROVEN TO

PROVIDE RELIEF FROM KNEE ARTHRITIS IS NOW
AVAILABLE LOCALLY!

Osteoarthritis of the knee is a leading cause of disability in the United 
States. It develops slowly and the pain it causes worsens over time. 
Our Advanced Arthritis Relief ProtocoiTM provides an in-office, non-
surgical alternative utilizing the latest technology and equipment in the 
medical field. This program is FDA approved and covered Medicare 
and most major health insurance carriers. In a randomized case study 
of 384 patients, our protocol is proven 92.7% successful in significantly 
alleviating pain (see chart below). REAL PATIENTS, REAL RESULTS!

A revolutionary new non-surgical treatment called 
Viscosupplementation (VS) Therapy is providing hope and relief for 

many knee pain sufferers. Offered locally by The Northeast Knee &Joint 
Institute, this procedure is minimally invasive, requires no surgery, can 

provide IMMEDIATE relief and has little-to-no recovery time.

If you answer YES to any of the 
following questions, you may be 
a candidate for this life-altering 
procedure:

call now for your free
consultation!

 Do you wake up with stiff 
knees?
 Do your knees hurt when 
going up or down stairs?
 Do you frequently take 
medication for knee pain?
 Do normal activities cause 
pain in the knees?
 Have you been told you 
need knee surgery?
 Have you been told you’re 
bone on bone?

3

3

3

3

3

3

Heal cHronic injuries... fast!
prp is a natural anD

afforDaBle alternatiVe to pain
UNLIKE MOST SURGERIES, PRP HAS LITTLE-TO-NO DOWN TIME
Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) injections are an alternative for 
people with joint or tendon pain, who may be considering 
surgery or joint replacement due to injury or arthritis. When 
performed by an experienced physician, PRP can be a safer 
alternative to steroid injections and, when successful, provides 
longer lasting relief. A person’s blood is composed of red 
blood cells, white blood cells, plasma and platelets. Platelets 
are responsible for blood clotting and healing, due to the 
natural growth factors that contribute to regeneration. This 
procedure is done in the office setting with local anesthesia. 

Once the platelet portion of the blood 
is concentrated and separated, 
it is injected under fluoroscopic 
guidance to the problem area. PRP is 
used to improve healing and shorten 
recovery time.

NON-SURGICAL, PRP IS A PROVEN AND PAIN FREE 
SOLUTION FOR THE ALLELERATED HEALING OF:

 Chronic Pain Syndrome
 Arthritic Pain
 Sports Injuries
 Strains and Sprains
 ACL, MCL, and Meniscal Tears
 Rotator Cuff injuries
 Tendonitis
 Golfer’s and Tennis Elbow
 Carpal Tunnel & More!

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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now open in Dallas pa
yalick plaza, Dallas, pa 18612

www.nkjinstitute.com



1233 N. River St. Plains, PA 18705
570-824-6620

The Mobility Van Store of NEPA
Handicap and Home Modifications, Bathrooms Scooter 

and Stair Glide Sales & Repairs

New 
Wheelchair 
Accessible 
Vans On 

Site

Accredited, Licensed and Insured

Stair LiftS

80916016

80917098

Diabetic Footwear 
For Men & Women

163 EAST MAIN ST., WILKES-BARRE
OPEN MON-FRI 9-7 • SAT. 9-5 • SUN. 12-5 • PHONE 570-825-5346

PENN-LEE FOOTWEAR

· Medicare Part B must be your  primary insurance provider
· No out of pocket expense · Many styles to choose from

· We sell diabetic socks

Men's
Stewart

Women's
Travel Fit

80
91
55
00
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